SAVIR Twitter Chat, March 23, 1:00 - 2:00 pm ET

Title:
Injury Science in Action: How is research preventing injuries and saving lives?
Promotion
a. Hashtag: #SAVIRscientists
i. Remember to use #SAVIRscientists in EVERY tweet or they won't show up
during the chat.
b. @SAVIR_org will tweet about it.
i. Partners, please retweet and spread widely through your networks.
Timing
Introduction (1:00 pm ET)
Welcome to today’s #SAVIRscientists Twitter chat. We are talking about how injury
research is preventing injuries and saving lives.
To participate in the chat, use & follow #SAVIRscientists
Questions
1:01 pm Q1: Introduce yourself. How did you or your organization get started in injury &
violence prevention research and/or why is this topic important to you?
1:06 pm Q2: Injury researchers work in collaboration with communities most affected by
injury and violence problems to determine solutions. How are injury researchers
partnering with communities in your area to make a difference?
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Timing, continued
1:11 pm Q3: What injury issues have increased during the pandemic and how have injury
scientists been working to address these in their communities?
1:16 pm Q4: Conducting scientific research during the COVID-19 pandemic has been
challenging in many ways. What GIF or other image (please share) illustrates what it has
been like for you?
1:21 pm Q5: How are injury scientists addressing equity and structural racism that affects
injuries & violence across the lifespan?
1:26 pm Q6: In what ways have injury scientists adapted initiatives/approaches to better
reach vulnerable populations?
1:31 pm Q8: What are some examples of injury science making an impact?
1:36 pm Q9: How can we as a field ensure the next generation of injury researchers is
trained and supported in their work?
1:41 pm Q10: If you are attending next week’s #SAVIR2022 conference, what is
something you are looking forward to?
Closing and Thank You
1:46 pm Even though the Twitter chat is ending, let’s keep the conversation going by
using #SAVIRscientists on future relevant tweets.
Follow @SAVIR_org and the other leaders who participated in this chat for more
information on #SAVIRscientists and other injury & violence related issues.
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